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:S llae Philosophical .Magazine for OctoLt'r 1924: I ga\·e a

sk.,tt·h of a tla~ory of the Structure- of Light : the object
of this paper i:-; to expand and illustrate that theor~· and to
discu .. s ~Ill(' etf.-cts of the interaction bet"·een electrons and
light '"hie la set> m to bo chuructt-ristic of dw theory.
On this theory Li~ht. has a two-fold structure: one part of
it consi11ts of wa,·el§ of the same charactt-r a!l thOit~ postulated
in the Electromagneti<' Tht>ory of Li~ht. These wa,·es may
be r.-g~ardecl as a peri()(fie distribution of ('lo~ lines of
electric force similar tot ho~ reprPsented in diagrams of the
lines of forc" around a Hertz oscillator. Each portion of a
line of forct• travt•ls at ri~ht angle... to itself with thfll velodty
of light. If we- follow thP movflment of any one of theae
lines, we see that since- it has a ,-elocit)· in its own plane it
most .-xpand as it tra\"els through SJ,ace and the density
of the energ.'· associated with it g~t smuller and smaller.
We call thizj :asseu.blag.- of clm·e·l line" of eleoctrie force
Maxwt>llian waves of light, or more shortl.'· light-wa,·es.
The other part of the l"tructure of light is of a corpuscular
character : the corpusclPs are also closed lines of electric
force and so will tra,·el throu~eh space with the velocity of
light, hut the lines of force in the corpuscles are so arran~ed
that thtty tra,·el throo,;h space without change of shape.,
• Communicated by the Author.
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siae, or energy. The size of th~ t·orpuacles depen•ls Uf'On
the frequency of the light, the circumrereuc•· of tb.- corpuscle
being equal to the wave-length of the light ; tlaus for
ROntgen rayzt tl.e corpuscles are of atomic dimeneions, for
visible light tht•y are much larger th .. n the atoms. For
light whose wave-length is not greater than that of vitible
light, by far tlae gr-eater part of the energy of tl•e light i" in
the corpuaclt-s. We shall call tl1ese particles li~bt-rays.
On the theory we are discuuing there is a v,.ry intimate
connf'xion between the rays and the waves, tlau two constituents of light. Tl1e rays, like the wuvt-s, are supposed
to consist of linea of electric force moving at right angles
to their direction ; the rays are supposed to btt systems capable
of vibration, tbea timtt of vibration of rbe rays being the t~ame
as that of the waves. Thoujrh the wave1 are not sup{»>"ed
to give to or take from the rays any ener~y, yet it If' the
waves which detertuine the path of the rays as the rays have
always to travel in the direction uf the Poynting vector of
the waves.
The rays on this thf'ory conlist of rings formeJ of closed
lines of electric force, each line of force being a circle with
ita plane parullel to that of the ring and its centre on alae
axis of the ring. The thickntoss of th,. ring (measure.l at
right angles to ib plane) being SIDJIJI compared with ita
tlimensions in that plane. Each line of force in th .. ring
moves in accordance "·ith the principles of electromo~netiam
at right angl• to the plane of th .. ring ; thus it hall no radial
velocity, and RO the shape and aize of the ring and the enerlly
a1100iated with it remain unaltered aM it travels through
spaces. The ring can vibrate about its circular form, the
time of vibration being the time light takes to travel oYer
the circamference of the ring. The ring is in tune with the
waves, 80 thut the circumference of the rin1 is equal to
the waYe-len&th of t.be light. 'l'be rings on tl1is theory are
the quanta of light, 80 that Rontgen rays ana supposed to
have much smaller quanta than those of visible liglit. Tlane
rings poued the moet striking properties of the quantum,
forI. Since they conRist of closecl lines of electric force,
they moat, from the el~tromagueaic theory, travel with
the speed of light ; thil explai11s why all quanta, whatever may hf' tbei r energy, travel with the MOle vt-locit1..
!. Since the rings are closed, tlaeir t-lectric fielda will
be confined to the inside of the ring: thus (with the
exception ef a cue to be consideretJ l&~r) they will not
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give up enerJCJ k» ak»IDI or electrons uear which they
pus. Apio, the 111811 of the quantum il ire energy
divided by the aquare of &he velocity of light, the
energy ia ia a, where I. ia Planck'a oonataDL 6•56 x Io-rt
aud 11 tbe frequency of the light. It followa from thia
that unless the frequeocy of the light is u great u that
of ver.v hard ,-rays, the mau of the quantum will be
exceedingly small oompared wit.b that of an electroa ;
hence a collision be&w~n a quantum and an electron
can only give rise k» the tranalerence of a very small
fraction of the ener~ey ef the quantum to the electron.
To transfer the bulk of the energy in the ring forming
the quantum to an -.Jectroo a radioalch:ango is neceilllrythe ring mut break, it. linea of force must cease to be
ciOSttd and become part of a tube of force connecting
an electron with a p»eitive char&e, in some each wuy
as that deacri lwd in the former paper. The energy in
the ring will be thrown into tbe circuit connecting the
.-lectroo an.J positive charge md will be aavailable for
dragging them apart. If the energy ia sufficient to drag
the el~n k» an in&nite distance or to a place where
it is in •table equilibrium, the ring will be permauentiy
deatroyed and ita energ_v transferred LO the electreo.
If the energ_v is not safticient for this, the electron, afrer
being draggetl aome way from the atom, will, under the
action of the rea&oring force exerW upon it by the
atom, retraoe ita patll, the ring will be reformed, and
there will be no absort•tion of energy. Thu the energy
of th• quantum is ti'Uit'fl'rr..d wh lly or not at all, and
for eacli quantum ablorbed a high-spt"ed electron ia
liberated. Thue, when a given number or quanta are
Hbeorbed in a gas, the tame number of high-speed
electro01 will be prudaced whatever may be the nature
of the gaa-thia reeult was obtained long ago by Barkla.
3. If the rings forminf the quanta for different kinda
of light are geo..tri•lly similar to each other, i. •·
differ in lise bUt not in alulpe, the energ.v in tbe quantum
will be inYe-ly~ODal to the circnm(- of
the ring (Phil.
[6] xlriii, p. 737). As the circumference of the riD« il equal to the waft-k.ngth of
the light, the energy in the ring will be directly proportional to the freq118D07 of the li~h&.
The ring or Hnea of .r.ctric force forming tlae quantum
produce• a atron~t elec&ric force ioaide the ring but no force
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oataide, tht- electric force is t.hu dilcontinuouP at. the aarface,
aad the surface of the quantum ia thaa a nrface of diecontinuity in the electric &eld. The problem of the propa~on of surface~ of this kind has M.n diacut.-ed bj LOve
m hia paper on "Wave llotioas with Diacontinmtiee at.
Wave Fronta," Proceedinas London Mathematical Soci•ty,
series 2!, vol. i, p. 37, 1903. Be shows that. the conditions
for propagation of a s111face of diaoontinaity are
a. That the surface tnvels at right angl• to iteelf with

the velocity of light.
fj. The electric and magnetic forces moat be tangential
to the surface of di100ntinuity.
The electric and magnetic forces doe to the ring itself,
if it is a thin annulaa, will satisfy these conditions. Hence,
when the ring is surrounded by the field of el~tric and
magnetic forces due to the :MUwellian waves, the electric
and magnetic forces in these wav• most alao be tangential
to the surface of the ring, i. ~. the normal to the surface,
which is the direction along which the ring n•ovea, mast be
at right angles to the electric and magnetic forces in the
lluwellian waves. Since the Poynting vector of these
waves it at right angl~s to the electric and ma,Enetic fof'Ctts,
it follows that the ring mast travel alon, the Poynting
vector. Thus, on this theory, the llaswelhan wa'·" act as
guides to quanta of the same period ; when such quanta are
surrounded by the waves, tlley are constraiof'd to travel
along the Poynting vecto.-,. of the waves. The waves do not
give up any energy to the quanta or take any away from
tbem. Thus the effect they produce doee DOt depend U~D
any de&nite amount of energy being available from the
waves, and though the momen&a of the quanta u, for
esample, in reftexion, refraction, and diffraction may change,
yet all these phenomeaa involve the preaence of matter, and
this can rweive the mommtum loet liy the quanta.
It is not neceuary to suppo•e that one aet of Maswellian
waves can guide only one quantum-we should expect it to
be able to control any quantum of the right period liberated
whil~t the wave waa pusiug over the place of origin of
the quantum.
Tlie polarization of li~eht un this view arises from the
polarizacion of the Maxwellian wavea and not to any ebange
tn the quanta.
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&lation bttrDttn tM Enng!J in tAt Quantum and tltal of
tlae JltJ.nDtllian JJ!'art•.
Tho measurement of the amount of energy in the Maxwellian waves is beset with great experimental difficulties.
Tb(' energy in these waves is spread throughout a large
volume. and thft amount (except in cases of resonance) which
could be given to an individual electron or molACule would
be exceedingly small ; t. g., the energy given to an electron
by the wavAs themseiYes is of the order of the energy contained in a volume of the wave equ11l to ~1d, where A. is
the wave-length. d the radius of an el~ctron. Thus we
could not expect these waves to produce any effect when
the intensity of tbe light is measured by ionization, by photoelectric effects, or b~· chemical changes- calorific effect is
about the only one they conld produce. If the energy in
the M.axwollian waves is appr.-dable, the heat produced when
light containing :S quanta of frttquenc.v n are completely
absorb.·d will be greater than N/m. Again, if we look at
the que:o~tion from another point of view and consider the
ener~y requirf•d to excite light of a definite wave-length,
the evidt>nce as to the amount of (•ner:!y in the Maxwellian
wa\"e!i is amhiguous. Thus, when there is resonance radiation,
a~, for example, when !40dium li~ht is absorbed h.v sodium
vapour, the resonance light ha.'l the same entorgy in the quantum
as tht• incidunt light ; thu~, if ;a quantum of the incident lip:ht
hacl to find the energy for the quuntnm of tht> resonant li~ht,
:&n•l for i~ Maxwellian wave!f as well, the enttrgy in the
latter mu~t be negligible. ThPrt- are. howevt•r, other sources
from which the energy of the :\lax wellian wave~ mi~ht be
deriYed. The energy in the Maxwellian waves of the incident light is avaiLable, anti again thert> are not so many
quanta emitted u absorbed ; some of the enPrg_,. of the incident light appears us an increase in the temperature of the
absorbing vapour, and in the transformation from the energy
in the quanta to the energy of translation of the moiE~Culee
of the vapour some energy may be spent in exciting Muwellian waYes.
As the denaity of the energy in the Maxwellian waYes
diminishes as the waves receda from their source, while the
energy in the quantum is invariable, there can be no fixed
relation between the energy in the quantum and the density
of the energy in the :Maxwellian waves. Again, one set of
tbese waves may, as we remarked before, guide more than
one quantum ; where this is the case, the optical effects will
be the same aa if these quanta started from the origin of the
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Kaxwellian wavei nnd not froan the place~ wher~ the quanLa
"t're liberated.
There is, however, one case at any rate where the energy
of the Maxwellian waves must co111e from the energy of tl•e
quantum : this is when there is the change discovered by
Compton in the frequency uf H.Ont«en rays wb~n their quanta
gi ,.e up a little of their e-nergy to electrons ; her.-, since there
ilf za chan~e in the wave-length, there moat be a chunge in th«Maxwellian waves and new ones will have to be produced
by the quantum. Thua the chaage in the energy of th'"'
quantum would be equal to the ~nergy commnnicatecl to
the electron plus the energy ~quirttd for the Maxwellian
waves. Tho"' from measuremtintl of the t'laangto of frequenc." corresponding to the deflexion of the rays throo~h
a known angle we might g.-t data for determining the
energy in the Maxwelliao waves.
The relative amounts of f."neri!Y in the quanta and that
spe••t in producing Maxwellian wa,·ef' would from our
point of view depend to a l:arge extent on the character
of the waves; there mu~t I~ certain features att.-ndinJ!
the production of the light to cause quanta to be emitted
at all. There does not from this point of view seem any
rea~n for suppo~ing them to exi~t in long waves I'UCh aa
tho§e used for wirele~~ telegraphy, which have frequt•ncies
very small cotnpared with any known frequencies &.ti.~iated
with atom~ or mol..cules, anti which might conCE>ivablv be
generated by moving a magnet to and fro. In wavH of
this kind we should expect all the energy to be in the
Maxwellian waves and the qnant.u to be ah!4.,nt, while in
waves at the opposite end of the 8Cale, IIIICh as W;ntg_,n
rays, we should exper.t the greater part of the energy to h..
in thf." quanta.

Jftthod oj Production of Quaflla.
Let us take as a typical 6xample the production of
radiation by the fallin~ in of an electron E towards a
positive charge P. "e suppose that the electrostatic
potential energ~· when the charges are at P and E is
loc'8ted in 1he space round P ft~ and is bound up with the
lines of force stretching btttween P and E. If the elt-ctron
acquires kinetic energy by approaching P, enerj[y thRt was
previously distributed between P and E anust have moved
close up to E and be concentrated round it in a volume
comparable with the ,·olume of the electron. Tlais tran,port
of energy requires time, and if the el~troo were to mo•e
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very rapidly from E to aootht'r point .E' there might not be
time for the energy in the uutlying field to move to E'. The
reault would be that the region would be surobarged "·itb
eoeri(J, and the exoess of energy would bav~ to e10ape ;
one way of e!IC&pe wonld be for it to be radiated u a
quantum of light, or, if there were any free electrons in
the region, some of the energy might run into diem and
increattt tbeir kinetic ttnergr. If this effect took place
simultaDtously with the emiuaon of r&diation, the frequeno1
of the quanta emitted woul,t diminish as the energy given
to the electrons increased. The variou quanta would
Jti"OtJuce a continuous Spt'Ctrom with a bright ed'e on
the high-frequency side, at a frequency corresponding to
the conversion of all the exceu .-nergy into radiation.
\Ve may visualize the production of the quantum by
supposing that owing to the rapid motion of thtt electron
the tube of force connecting it to the positive charg~ is
thrown into a loop, and that the loop, forming u it does a
closed line of force, breaks away and travels out u die
quantum.
As the circumference of the q uantom is equal to the
wave-length <'f the light, and u for ROntgen rays the wavelength is of atomic dimension while for vi.ible light the
wave-length is much greater, it follows that for ROntgen
rays the ener~1 of the qoaantum is concentrated into a volume
comparable with that of the atoan, while for vi~ible light the
tmergy in a volum~ or the quantum equal to that of tlie atom
is but a ~tmall fraction of ~he whole energy. This difference in
th.. sizes of the quRnta aet~unts for the very ooospicuoua
difference between th~ absorption hands for visible light and
for ROntgen rays. The nbsorption bands for visible light
are often ~seeMingly aharp; the absorption seenaa to be
practically entirely confined to the liJ[ht, with frPquenci•
between very_ narrow limits. For ROntgen rays, however,
though the ablorpdon begins quite abruptly at a particular
frequency, light bf a high'lr frequency is also absorbed
U, au appreciable extent, so that there is a wide abeorption
rHnge with a well-defined edge on the low-fnaqueaoy aide.
This is what we should expect from the view we have taken
of absorption, which requires that if the energy ~ven to
the electron exceed11 that oorreeponding to the Ionizing
potential absorption may tak• place. In thia cue the
absorption is not dependent apon reaoaaoee; in the cue
of ultra-violet light, however, 1t is. Let as consider what
resonance does. Dr. Horace Lamb and the late Lord
Rayleigh have shown that when resonance is sharp the
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amount of energy streaming into the reaenator ia not
meuured by the croea-eectioo of the resonator, but that.
all the energy from an ar@a of the waye-froot equal to >..1/tr,
where >.. ia the waYe-length, ia foc11118d on the reaooator.
Poynting Yecton starting froru anywhere in this area all
pua through the reaonator.
Tbua when, as in the cue of ROnt~en rays, the dimension•
of the resonator are comparable with tile waYe-length of
the radiation resonance will not materially increue the
amount of energy it receivea. The conditions are entirely
different with Yiaible light, for here the wave-length ia
Yery much greater than the dimensions of the reaonator.
So that resonance producf's an enormous concentration
of the energy reach1ng the atom. The energy in the
quantum whose area is proportional to >..1 is by resonance
concentrated into the bulk of the atom.
E§ect1 dru to CollilitnU behctm t'M Quanla and Eleetron1.

On the theory we are discussing, there art' strong electric
forces inside the quantum. Thua the passage of the
quantum over an electron at retot may be expected to
result in the increase in the energy of the electron at tl•e
expense of that in the quantum ; the lou of ener,cy by
the quantum would reduce the frequency of the light.
Let us.suppose the quantum to be a ring whose thickn..-ss
measured at right angles to ita plane is a, and that the
difference bet.ween the external and internal radii of the
ring is b. If the quantum overtakes a frf'e electron at
rest, the electron will be inside the quantum for the
time a/c. where c ia the velocit~· of light.
If F is the electric forct' in the quantum, 11 the velocity
communicatE-d by it to the electron, e the charge on the
electron, and m its mau.
Cl

mr = F~-.
c

. . . . • • {1)

The product of tlle electric force into the cros&-lt'Ctiou of
the ring is constant. ; hence

Fah = ,,.,e, . • • • • • (2)
where 1 is a fraction und e the charg~ on an electron.
Both a and b are proportional to ~ ; let a= 1:>.., b = k1>..,
l. being the wave-lt'ngth,

Fk!·1>..'

= k11,

.

.

. • • .

(3)
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E, the energy in the ring, ia equal to F'/4. tim• the
Yolume of the ring ; hence

r A• -= ...,.,~
E= ,-,H
~~~A. = """"
~~e ,
1

Thus

where n is the frequency of the light.

'""~'

la= kk1e'
la being Planck'a conatanL
Subetituting the value of F given by equation (i) in (1),
we have

k'w

.., -k,A.c

= t,.,~,.)· (!.)'

l· . . . . (')

Thua the momentum communical4Ml to the quantum ia proportional to the frequency of the quaqtum. Substituting
the numerical values for,, la, c, ,., we find
V=

•86

(}.)tl-

ltflt 1 will be leu than unity, 110 that the velocity communicated by a quantum of light of wave-length Io-• cm.
will be considerably leas than I()l cm.Jaec. ; the energy
corresponding to this velocity will be less &.ban that represented by a volt, and will only be a small fraction of the
energy of the quantum.
The momentum of the quantum ia l.nfc, while that of the
electron is mv ; the ratio of the two ia equal to

m::c =(~re')' (!,)t
= l•ll (i,}' x 10-

1
,

•

•

•

•

•

(5)

and ia COnl&ant.
The energy acquired by the electron and loet by the
quantum ia ao'/J: thia by(') ia equal to

..,..,.,/: 1
Jrae i; ).W'
If 8n is the change in the frequency of the quantum, i8n
ia equal to the change in energy.

BeDoe

2...~ 1: 1

8a=---se
me: /tl A;
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Hence

b.== t ...t~ ~

..et

ka

i
- 1•7 )( 10- 11 i.·

. . . . . (6)

Thia is the incr... in wave-len,th a qaantum woald
uperieace if ii .,.,.... over a free electron at retL The
area of &be aorfaee of tbe quaotum is kiA.1• If N is the
number of free electrons per c.c. in the relion through
which Uae quantum is passing, the number or electron•
a quantum will paaa over iu a distance In is 11A.1N&.-.
Heoce from the pieoeding expreuion w~ get.
tA. ~ 2...., iA.'N
u me'

== 1•7 x 10-UfA.'N • • • • • (7)
and

dn ==- 1..,., iN

d~

me

== 5•1 X l0- 1i-N.

• • . • • (8)

Thu on thiA view the wave-length of the radiation would
iocreue alowly aa the radiation paeted through a aaedium
containing free electrons. Oomptoo hu shown that when
BOotgeo raya are scat&eretl tbe wave-leugth i. iocr•aed, but
I am not aw•re of aay experimentt whicb thow an increase
in wave-length due to the pa••ge of the radiation through
an abaorbiog eub.tance.
~

of Qunla by Elletrcu at

~•.

\Ve have seen (equation (4)) that the m01nentum gi•en
to an electren at rest by a quaotum pauing over it ia ~
portional &o the mom•tum of the quaotam and ia at nght
angles to ibis momeatum. Tbae the quantum will be 4elected
by the colliaion through an angle a, where by equation (5)
a=

1

(~I (:,) = l·t(!,Y x I0- 1•

This angle ie coutaot if, u we ha•e •upJ)Oied, F the
electric force in the quantum is conetanL lf thia force
depende on the dietaooe from the centre of the quantum.

Struet•n DJ Ligltl.
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then the angle through which the quantum is deftected by
collision with an electren will depend upon the part of the
quantu1n ring struck lty the electron.

MuLti,k CoUilioru.

The direction of the deftected particle may be any generator
of a cone whoee allis is the undeftected direction and whoee
Nmi-'Yertical angle is a. Hence, by the theory of probabili~,
after a quantum has made a larg., number p of collisiona, tlie
probability that it has bef.n defl~ted through an angle
between 9 and 9 +BII is
-~-

2

- •• ,..11. d9.

p:a

If _,, is the mean value of 9',

•= = I"*"'·
If the quantum bus made p collisions, the change in wavelt·ngth is by (6) giveo by the equation

8A =

2we' k
!· p

nu:-·
1

= iPa

1

I&
-

me

1

= ••

,,
-me

= 1·~ X 10- 10 . , .

The scattering \\'e a&re considering ariMs from the superposition of a large number of minur-e deflellious. This mWit
be dbtinguished fro10 the normal scattering to which attention hu usually been con&ned ; the intensity of this normal
1cattering in the sianplest caset varies u 1 +cos' 9, 10 that
large auftlea of :~eattering are not very much leu probable
than ama one.. This normalscatkring is dot-, not u in our
cue to the addition of a very large number of small deftellions, but to the production uuder certain circu~n~tanoea
of one-it may be a larg~elellion of the quantum. The
origin of theee large deftexiona, produced by atoms or
molecules in the path of the primary beam, ia due to the
aecondaryelec&rical wa'Ye» atarkCI by t.lie electroaa in the atom
uoder the action of the primary, producing in the neighbourhood of the atom electric waYea, where the Poynting 'Yector
makes large angles with ita direction in the primary beaua.
Tbua there is a liuite chance that a quantum following the
Po1nting vector may be deftected through a large angle.
If at is deft~ted ita momentum is changed and the change in
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mo10entnm moat be communicated to the atom, or to the
electrons in it. If the momentum ia communicated to an
electron, the electron will abeorb a finite amount of energy
and the quantum will loee ener~ry and correspond to a
longer wave-length. If the momentum is oommunicated to
the positive core of the atom rather than to an electron, very
little energy will be given to the core in CODRqaence of ita
lar~ ma..ca, and there will not be an appreciable change in
the frequency of the quantum. Thus the nya which are
scattered by" aingle" ecattering may or may not show a
change of frequency. In Comptoo'a esperimeotlt the scattering was the normal scattering, and he found part of the
scattered light ahowed a change in frequency and part

did DOL
The amount of multipiP- ecattering in a direction making
an angle IJ with the dirtaction of t.he incident light due to tbe
collisions between the quanta and the electrons und showing
a chan~e of wave-length is proportional to

,

f-

ia•IJ, while

the normal scuttering to 1 +cos1 1J. Thus, unleu ~tt/pa is
a large angle, tht> intensity of the scattered liJ.!ht •·itb smaller
wave-length will fall away very rapidly uiJ increases and
very little of this light will be scatk-rtad hack.wunla, while
the normal scattering is as ~at in the rear as in front ;
hen<.'e the beat place to look for the light of altRred wavelen~eth would be in a direction making a small angle with t.he
incident light.
We have in the preceding calculationR suppoaed thut the
electron could be treated us free; if the electron forms a par&
of an atom, the resultas will only apply "hen the time taken
for the quantum to pan ovPr the el~tron is alaort compared
with the time of vibration of the elf'ctroo.
Since all the di~nensiona uf the quantum are proportional
to the wave-length, the time taken for a quantum to pa11
o\·er an electron will be inversely proportional to the fre.
quency; hence electron• which bebave as if they were free
when acted on by quanta of high frequency, sucla as thoae of
Rontgt-n ray a, need not do so for quanta of viaihle light, which
have much smaller frequency.
The effect produced by colliaiona on the freqottncy of a
quantum de~oda eaaeotially on the size of the quantum; it
will vanish wht-n the ~uaotum ia ln!Je compared with the
molecule againat which it strikes. For if, u in the cue of
Yisible or ultra-violet light. th~ quantum is very large comparPd with the molecule, it will envelope the whole of the
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molecule, the poeitiv• core as well as the electron•. Thus
as the molecule is an electrically neutral ty~tem it will not
gain any momentum from the electrical forces in the quantum ; thus no energy will be given to the molecule and none
&aken from the quantum, 10 that no chan'e of frequency will
be produced by the collision. This is 10 accordance with
exptariencP, for though change. in frequency have been
ohllf'rved "·ith ROntgen rays whose wave-length is lea than
Io-• cm., nnd whoSf' quanta are therefore smaller than tbe
atoms or molecult>s against which they strike, no such
changes have bet>n obsen·~d with ultra-violet or visible light
when the wave-lengths are hundreds or thousands of times
grt>ater than the diameter of thP atoms, and the quanta
tht>refore vastly greater than the atoms.
Thougl• rhe collision of a quantum with a free positive
particle would result in the particl~ gaining as much momentum as nn electron, and therefore d~ftectinJ the quantum
through the same angle, the energy given to the particle and
therefore the change of frequency "·ould only be m/M. of
that for the electron-here m is the mass of an electron, and
M that of a positive particle.
The transference of energy between elP.Ctrons and quanta
in the y,·ay we have been considering might lead to very
important consequ~nces. We can see, for example, that if
the free electrons instt"ad of being at rest were in rapid
motion, a collision between a quantum and an electron
might increase instead of diminit~hing tht~~ frequency of the
quantum. Thus. suppose that the electron bad a component
of its velocity parallel to the plane of the quantum in such a
direction that whPn the quautum paSBed over it the electric
force in the quantum tended to stop the electron.
Tht'n if tile initial velocity of the electron is grt-ater than
half that which the quantum would communicate to an electron at rest, the electron will lose and the quantum will gain
energy, 10 that the frequency of the quantum will be increased. The greater the velocity of the electron the greater
the change in frequency. The pa!isage of 9uanta of BOntgen
rays through a dense swarm of high-speed electrons would,
even if the rays were homogeneous to begin with, cause their
frequencies at the end to aprNd over a finite range and thus
seriously modify the character of the radiation. One way of
producing high-speed f....- electrons ia by meana of hard
Rontgen radiation, so that a very intenee beam of hard Rontgen radiation might affect the average velocity of tht' free
electrons in the medium through which it was passing, and
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thereby thE> chaructt•r of a hE>arn of soft radiation pa•l'ing
throuit. thf" nwJium at the !'Ulnu· time.
Tlw frequency of the qnnntum iM increased when the E>lectron struck by the quantum i!' movinf( in the clirection in
which the electric force in the quantum tends to stop the
el.-·~tron ; if the electron WE>re moving in the ol>po!~ite direction the frequenc\· of the quantum would bt- ' iminiahed b)·
thtA collision. If 'V is the tangential ,·elocity of the electron
in th" firllt ca~E>, th~ increa!"e in frt'qo .. ncy is

mr(v
,, _") ,
~

wherA r is gh·t-n h~· f'quation (4).
In the sel·ond ea:-~e tiJf' diminution in the frf'qttf'ncy i!'

mr(v+;),
wluare , .. is the tangential \'t•locity.
~ince tllP lines of t•leetric force in the quantum ure
drcular, when a quantum pa~lt·~ o\·er an electron moving
tangf'ntiall)· the elcdric forl' .. in one half of the quantum
rin er will tend to stop the electron and therefore incrtoll1le the
frt•qutonc\· of the quantum, whilfl in the other half it will tend
to a<.·celemte the electron ancl diminish the frequency. As
the chnnce of the .-lectron being at thP collision in one half
of r he ring i~ the !'\&Ill to as i~ l>f'in~ in the oth•·r, the quantum
in its journe~· will sonwtime!4 lm,·e it .. fre~uency incrf'a~e•l hy
collisions anJ sometimes diminished. 1 hu~&, if a numher of
qnanta startetl with the s .• me frP(Jllenc~·, they would, after
collision with man~· electrons, pol'SflS~t frequencies di!"tribut4ad
accordinJ.{ to the law of probability, the chance of 11 departure hetween z nnd z+ ~.~from the original frequ~ncy heing

..,

proportional to f-.,.~ 1lz, where n is the number of collision•
and a the change of frequenc~· due to one colli-.ion.
Thus the spectrum, which before the collision!4 wa!4 a ~harp
line, will be drawn out into n band, the hreadth of the band
bt>ing proportional to ~~- HincA the increase of frequency
due to a tanJ,!entiul velocity V is proportional to V - l ' , wlJiJ.,
the diminution is proportional to V+ r, the diminution is
greater thnn th(> increase;. s~ that .hesitie!ll drawing th.P line
out into a band, the colhswns w11l produ<'.e a conhnuous
diminution in the frequ~ncy proportional to n.
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In the preceding calculation& we have suppoeed, in accordance with the uaual classical theory, that the communication of momentum to an ele~tron in an electric field
is continuoua and that infinitesimally small incrementa of
anoDlentum can occur. Heaults of the same general character would ensue if the action of the electric field conaiated
in the diacontinuous additions of finite increments of momentum. For suppose that 8t is the time taken by the
quantum to pau over the electron, and that ..& is the cbaooe
that the electron will receive au increment of momentum in
tlaia time, let k be the increment it ree.ives, if it receivea
any, then hi Bt will be the probable increment of momentum
in time &. Thus the conab&nt force F, which on the &\·eral(e
\Yill produce the same effect as the discontinuous addition of
momentuUl, is equal to 1«..
Let ua conAider what the differenl'8 between the eontinuoua
and discontinuous actions would Le ; ~Uftpose that f. tlae
increment of momentum on the cliacontinuon" ,·iew, is greater
than F Bt. Thus, when a quantum did loae momentun1 by
collision with an electron it would on the discontinuous view
lose more than on the continuous one and would he deflected
through a greater angle ; on tbft other band, it might pus
o~er an electron without suffering an1 deflexion. If the
angle of deflexion for an effective colhaion on the diacontinuona view were twice that on the continuoaa one, the
probabilit_v that the __guantum suJfered any defteKion at all
would be only 1/2 Thus when a large number of deflexiou
were combined, in one cue the result would be th:at of comt.ining N/~ deflexions each equal to 2+, and in the other
:N deflexions each equal to
The cbaracteriatic quantity occurring in the ,Jistribution

+·

law, :..•-

£.. 6. JIJ,

is pa', where p ia tbe number of

collisions and • the deflexion at each <'ollision; when p is
halved and • doubled, p«' is doubled; tbi. meana that the
scattering is more evenly distributed and is not so concentrated along tl•e amaller angJea.
If a quantum gives no momentum at one colliaion but a
double quantity a~ the next. since double momentum corresponds to four-fold energy, the quantum after puaing over
th., same number of electrons would Jo.e twioe u much
energy and suffer twice the change in frequency u one
losing one unit of momentum at each collision.
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U the mapitude of the momentum imparted to the eleoiron we~ such that the moment of momentum ia qoaotized
into multiples of l, then
/no == nil, • • • • • • • (9)

where r is a length proportional to A., the wave-length of the
light.
Since the momentum of the quantum is lf'A., u A. is greater
than r, i, the transvene momentum communicated to the
electron, will be greater than la/A, the forward momentum
of the quantum ; 10 that the quantum will, if deflected at
all, be de8ected through a large angle. From equation (9)
i varies inveraely u A. Since ~. ia equal to F and F varies
as 1JA.1, • will vary as 1/l.; the chance that an electron atruck
by a quantum receives momentum i" OIHJ/c, now a variH as A.,
and since • varies as 1/A.; the chance that an electron when
struck by a quantum should rec..ive some momentum is
independent of the wav~length of the light corre•ponding
to the quantum.
Summary.
This paper develops further the theory of light sketched
by the 1\otbor in a paper published in the Philosophical
Magazine, Oct. 1924:. The efFects which on this theory
would follow from collisions between quanta ahd electrons
are discussed; it is shown that the quanta would be deflected
and loee frequency by colliding with el.ctrons. This de8exion would produce a scattering of the light made up of a
great number of small deflexions combined aceording to the
Theory of Probability ; this !C&ttering il in addition to that
which is proportional to ( 1 + coe1 1), which is accounted for
by the wave theory. It is shown, too, that when the t'lectrons are in rapid motion the theory indicates that collisions
between the qoaota and the electrons will produce an inertaU
in the frequency of some of the quanta.

